

Pretty Patreaties

poems


 
By Ezra and Anya

Five and Three Years Old




EZRA






Nice Zombies
I dreamed of nice zombies
and bad zombies.
Write me a book if
you dreamed of good zombies
and bad zombies.
Nothing else.



People Sleeping
Do you ever wake up
in the night?
I'm going to send it to....
Kate
What's
Your
Phone
Number?



About Our Toy Robot
Our robot needs
to be built into
all sorts of
It can be made into
You can make it 
into anything
It can make pancakes
You can
It can make
Pancakes



What do People do in Morning?
I don't want to write it
because I'm really good at words.
Can your Papa
hang you upside down?
This
This is for Anya.




Counting Sheep and Numbers
If you want to count a lot
until you get to
like 40
you go
1234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363940
That's how many sheep there are
And how much you can count
How much you like




Doing  ABCDs of  Things
or
Of  What They Start Of
You can do stuff
as fast as you can.
A is for Apple.
B is for Bear.
C is for Cat.
D is for Dog.
E is for Elephant.
F is for Fish.
What's next?
ABCDEFGH
Is G after H?
QRSTUVWXYZ
no my no my
ABCs next time
won't you sing with me yay



Making Up New Friends
I'm making up
new friends for
my school.
I've made up
all the names are
Kate that I love so much
and Lucy and Alexander
and Eden.
I'm making rice
but it's just so
hard for me.
I'm making it for
school for a
snack
snack.



This Town is a Good Town
This town is named
Toronto.
I like all the buildings
and I like my school
in Toronto.
I don't like when I 
always eat fishes at church.
I like all the statues
in Toronto.
This is our book
that we are going to keep
for Toronto.
We can bring it wherever we want to.

The  End




ANYA



















Zombie Butter Chicken
I love you my zombies.
Bad zombies and good zombies
that I dreamed
fought a long time ago.
I love you and
it's a great day.
You are mean mean
mean mean
butter chickens.



Character
or
Dorothy
I love you
writing,
it's exciting.
We're having a bath
right now.
It's a character.



Another Character
It's named Madeline.
The real Madeline.
I loved it
and it's a great day.
That's all of it.
Can I see it?



Goodbye Your Name is
I'm ripping up a red ball
for my poem.
Now we won't have
a red ball anymore.
Kind of more
is a funny word.



I Love You Scarecrow
Scarecrow is a funny word.
Scarecrow is nice.
Scarecrow!
You're a nice scarecrow.



Parecipe
I'm making some Bee Bim Bop.
I'm getting some more
liquid for the rice.
Just like the liquid.
The liquid is good.
I know what I'm doing.
Put some oil in now.
A little bit of oil.
Now put some beans in.
A little bit of beans.
When they get cooked
they grow up to lots of beans.
Little bit of this.
I'm doing a lot of things
for my Bee Bim Bop.
I'm going to have it for a healthy dinner.



I Love You
What is the
When is the
Dogs is coming
To church
When is the dogs coming to church?
I said that to you
not to the poem.
Woof.
Woof.



Winner
Be Oh Tee
B
O
T
H
I
B
H
I
O
B
It means winner.

The End




Ezra and Anya wrote these poems on the evening of June 3, 2012. 
They learned about poems and then told their words to their Mum and she 
wrote them down in handmade booklets. 
They wanted to send them to Kate and Grandpa Greg and Jannie. 
Anya calls zombies "butter chickens"; the words are interchangable.
They named this booklet together; "patreaties" is of an unknown origin. 

Dedicated to Papa

Lindsay Bradford-Ewart



